
TheWordsWeUse

What is this guide about?

This is a plain language version of CommunicationFIRST’s style guide.

You can read the formal language version of this guide here.

You can read a short version (in formal language) here.

This style guide explains the words CommunicationFIRST uses whenwe talk

about people in our community.

* * *

Many AAC users use plain language to say and understand things that are

important to them.

All people should be able to understandwhywe use the words we use to talk

about them.
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What is AAC?

Everybody has ways to communicate that are not speech.

● Wemight point to things.

● Wemight look at things.

● Wemight make expressions with our faces to show howwe feel.

But not everybody communicates with speech.

Many people think speech is more important than any other kind of

communication. But this is not true.

People who can’t, or can’t always, use speech to be understood by other

people may use AAC.

AAC stands forAugmentative andAlternativeCommunication. AAC is

anything that helps support your spokenwords, or that you use instead of

spokenwords.

Language-based AAC is when you use words to communicate, but not with

speech. Language-based AAC tools are things like:

● A speech-generating device. You type or choose words, and the device

speaks them aloud.

● A letterboard. You point to letters to spell out the words youwant to

share.
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● A revoicer. You speakwords, and someone says them again, more

clearly, faster, or louder.

● Writing. You use a pencil to write the words youwant to say on paper.

People without language-based AAC communicate, too. Theymight move

around, point or look at things, make sounds, smile, frown, or nod. This is

AAC, too.

A personmight use just one kind of AAC, or many different kinds of AAC.
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Why arewords so important?

For a long time, other people made all the decisions about the words they use

to talk to us, or about us.

Without the tools we need to be understood, we could not tell themwhenwe

felt like the words they usedwere wrong or unfair.

We could not tell themwhen thewordsmade us feel uncomfortable or upset.

Now, more than ever, we can show people whowe are, and howwewant to

be known.

Weare finding our own voices.

We are telling our own stories.

We are naming ourselves.

We are choosing our words carefully.

Choosing better words can help usmake a better world for everyone.
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How arewe choosing thesewords?

Thewords that we use for ourselves need to be accurate. That means they

need to tell the truth about our experiences.

But choosing the best words can be hard.

People who use AAC are diverse.

Even thoughwe all use AAC, our experiences are very different.

Some of us have never been able to speak. Some of us started to have trouble

speaking whenwe got older.

Some of us can speak only sometimes. Some of us can be understood by a few

people, who know us very well. Some of us cannot speak even a little bit.

All of our stories are important.Whenwe talk about these stories, wewant

to include everyone.

Even if one part of our community says they like a word, another part of our

community might say that it doesn’t describe them. It might even hurt them.

That means that talking about the words we use can be hard. But it is

important.

Wewill keep talking about the words we use.Wewill keep learning.

Wewill listen to all AAC users.
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Howdowe decidewhat words are helpful, andwhat words
are hurtful?

Words that are helpful:

● Make us feel proud of whowe are.

● Show that we have abilities and potential.

● Describe our experiences honestly.

● Show that we are human.

● Are our choice.

* * *

Words that are hurtful:

● Make us feel bad about whowe are andwhat we need.

● Make it seem like we are not as good as other people.

● Suggest that wewill never be able to communicate.

● Make other people feel like they can’t understand us.

● Try to avoid talking about the real problemswe have.
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Whatwords does CommunicationFIRST use to describe our
community?

Right now, we say people who cannot rely on speech alone to be heard and
understood.

We use these words because:

1. We think that these words include everyone in our community, no

matter what their disabilities and experiences are like.

2. It tells people that we have something to say, and that they need to

listen.

3. It shows that communication goes twoways.We need to be able to

share our thoughts, and other people need to listen to us.

4. It respects people who don’t think of themselves as disabled.

* * *

We sometimes use other words in plain language, too:

● People with speech disabilities

● AAC users (or, people who use AAC)

● People who need AAC

* * *
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There are some longer phrases we use whenwe are not writing in plain

language, like:

● People with communication access needs. This describes anyonewho
can’t use their body tomake spokenwords that others can understand,

and needs tools or help to be understood.

● People with expressive communication disabilities. This describes
anyonewho has trouble being understoodwhen they speak.

● People who cannot use speech as their primarymeans of expression.
This describes anyonewho has trouble using speech all of the time.

These wordsmay not be the best for plain language readers.

So, we try not to use themwhenwe are talking or writing in plain language.

* * *

Finally, when someone uses a word for themselves, wewill always respect

their choice.

Wewill use the word someone chooses for themselves, even if it is a wordwe

usually try to avoid.
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Whatwords does CommunicationFIRST avoid whenwe talk
about our community?

1. Nonverbal

This word comes fromwords that mean “no language.”

Sometimes, when people use nonverbal to talk about someonewho cannot

speak, theymean that the person they are talking about cannot understand

words, and can never use words to communicate.

This is wrong.

When people think that we cannot understandwords, they do not try to help

us communicate. They do not give us access to AAC.

What dowe use instead?

We say people who cannot rely on speech to be understood.

Some people, especially in the autistic community, use the word

nonspeaking.

When CommunicationFIRST is talking about autistic people who

cannot use speech, we say nonspeaking.

But some people in our community, including some autistic

people, can speak sometimes, or identify as speaking for a

different reason.

Because of this, we do not use nonspeaking as a word for
everyone in our community.
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2. Severe or profound

These are negative words. Theymake people feel afraid or sad.

Describing us as severe or profoundmakes it hard to see us as friends,

neighbors, or leaders.

But disabled people are not strange, scary, or hard to find.We are just people

whomight need support to live well.

What dowe use instead?

If it is important to talk about the person’s support or access

needs, wewill describe those needs.

Or, wemight say something like, “They cannot use speech to be
understood, but we haven’t found AAC that works for them
yet.”
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3. Disorders, impairments, or deficits

Disordermeans a disease. Impairmentmeans not being able to do

something, or being able to do it less than other people.Deficitmeans not

having something.

It is wrong to say that we have communication diseases. It is wrong to say

that we cannot communicate, or that we have no communication.

Disorder, impairment, and deficit suggest that some kinds of communication

are worse than others.

This is not true. All kinds of communication are good and important.

These words also forget an important truth: communication isn’t something

we have. It is something we do together.

Whenwe communicate, wework together to share and understandwhat we

have to say.

What dowe use instead?

Wemight usemore neutral words like communication disability
or condition.

If you aren’t sure what to say, describe how they communicate:

“They use AAC,” or “They gesture or look at what they need, but
don’t have the tools to communicate withwords yet.”
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4. Complex communication needs

These words try to explain that our communication needs are complicated,

difficult, or hard.

It’s true that many of us struggle to communicate. But that doesn’t mean that

what we need is hard.

What we need is to communicate with other people and be understood.

And every single human being needs that!

We feel that saying complex communication needs is a little bit like saying
special needs.

We don’t use those words, either.

These words don’t really help people understandwhat we need. It just makes

people afraid to try to get to know us.

What dowe use instead?

Wedescribe what someone needs.

Wemight say, “She needs her letterboard,” or “They need time to
type on their AAC device.”
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5. Non-communicative

Everyone communicates!

Wemight communicate bymoving, pointing, looking, or making sounds.

The only waywe can ever “have no communication” is if other people dismiss

the ways we communicate.

Plus, it is just too easy to think of a non-communicative person as never
being able to communicate, nomatter what.

This ideameans that some people who need AACmight never get it.

What dowe use instead?

Wedescribe and respect the ways someone already

communicates.

Wemight say, “He doesn’t have language-based AAC yet, but he
knows how to communicate what hewants in other ways.”

Wemight say, “They are learning this kind of AAC.”
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6. Behaviors

Peoplemove in different ways.

Somemovement is on purpose. Somemovement is not on purpose. Some

movement is because of pain or emotions.

All of thesemovements happen for a reason.

No human being is just a bundle of behaviors.

Whenwe call thesemovements behaviors, it gets harder to see the human

behind themovement.

Behaviors become something to control, instead of something to understand,

or something that we live with.

What dowe use instead?

We try to be specific about themovement, noise, or action.

Wemight say, “Shewas pacing because she needed to go to
another room” or “He yelledwhen hewas in pain.”
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7. Clients or consumers

CommunicationFIRST is an organization led by people with disabilities.

These wordsmight make sense for someonewho helps people get AAC, but

these words do not make sense for us.

What dowe use instead?

Wemight saymembers of our community.

Wemight use words that describe the people we are talking

about, likeAAC users or people who cannot rely on speech
alone to be heard and understood.
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8. Communicative competence

Whenwe are learning how to use newAAC, it’s important to know about the

skills we already have and the skills we needmore help with.

The ideas behind communicative competence can help with this.

Communicative competence is a framework. A framework is a way of

looking at how related ideas work together.

The ideas behind this framework are used by some professionals to talk

about our communication skills.

These ideas can be helpful, but we think that the way that thesewords are
used is not always helpful.

It's too easy to use these words to say that someone is not good enough at

communicating to be able to use AAC.

Using these wordsmight mean that some people don’t get access to the AAC

they need.

What dowe use instead?

Wedon't have a goodword for this idea yet.

Wewant to talk more about these ideas later.
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What else?

All people should be able to tell us the kinds of words they use for
themselves, andwhy.

If you can’t use speech to be understood, always or some of the time, you can

take this survey to tell us more about how you feel about these words.

You can fill it out at any time. This survey will stay open permanently.

* * *

This plain language version was written by Ren Koloni. Renworks for

CommunicationFIRST. They are autistic and a part-time AAC user.

* * *

If you have questions about this guide or about the survey, you can email us at

info@communicationfirst.org.
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